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What is a structure ?

according to the Oxford dictionary definition, structure is:

the way that the parts of something 
are put together or composed



Cell – an example of a structure, where elements are put together, and
each of them has a functions



Ecosystem Structure - DEFINITION

according to the Polish Ecological Dictionary, it is:

a set of functional elements of ecosystem, 
which contains spatial location of each components

( biotic and abiotic) 
and the relationships between them



esosystem structure is a network of interactions between 
components of the system

( F. Golley, 2000)

Ecosystem Structure - DEFINITION



When discussing the structure of ecosystem, different approaches
can be taken:

I. ecosystem structural components
II. trophic structure
III. structure in space



I. Ecosystem structural components

1. organisms present = species richness

2. resources : physical material (organic and inorganic) of the 
environment, that is exchanged among organisms

3. regulators: physical conditions of the ecosystem : water availability, 
topography, temperature, light



II. Trophic structure

the food relationships between the structural components of the ecosystem: 
producers, consumer, decomposers

These relationships facilitate the transfer of 
matter and energy

between the living components of the 
system,

and between them and non-living 
environment



III. Structure in space

1. Vertical structure

stratification of the organisms, 
which is a result of different 
environmental conditions
(light, water ability, etc.)

Example: woodland, where vertical structure
consist different strata



In aquatic ecosystems, the main factor that has an 
influence on vertical location is light availibility, so
in upper layers we have photosynthetic organisms, 

while in darker parts – heterotrophs which use 
generated matter

Vertical structure



III. Structure in space

2.  Horizontal structure (area distribution)

gives a location of each individual of all species 
in a two- dimensional framework

The study of horizontal patterns is attempted only for small areas,
usually to monitor short-term change



Changes in ecosystem structure

• ecosystems are not only mosaic in space but also in time

• processes in ecosystems are constantly changing in response
to variation in environment over all time scales

• f.ex. succession is a direct change in a community structure 
and function




